Bitcoin Market in Brazil
DECEMBER closes the year with the BRXBT Index at R$ 1,795.16
(USD 451.82) a monthly increase of 21%. Considering the index was
R$ 888.31 (USD 334.27) on 12/31/2014, the annual appreciation in Brazil
was 102% in Brazilian Reais and 35% when adjusted to US Dollars.
Even though the monthly bitcoins volume was
lower than the last two months, the v
 olume in
Reais reaches a new record high with R$ 19.6
millions, 16% above the previous high and 4.8x
higher than the volume in December 2014.
2015 ends with a total volume of R$ 113.1
millions, an increase of 158% compared to 2014.
These numbers project a potential volume of
transactions in 2016 between R$ 240 millions
and R$ 300 millions.

MARKET SHARE
Even with great results from all exchanges compared to November, only FOXBIT (+11p.p.) and NEGOCIECOINS (+1p.p.) increased market
share. The TOP3 exchanges now controls 91% of the market’s volume.
FOXBIT (49.8%) acquires the most market share
(+11p.p.) almost reaching 50% market share and ends
the year with the largest accumulated market share.
MERCADOBITCOIN (24%) keeps the second position
but loses (-4p.p.) market share during the month.
BITCOINTOYOU (17%) keeps the third position with
the largest loss (-4,5p.p.) of market share among all
exchanges in December.
CONSOLIDATED 2015

[FlowBTC requested not to be listed on the detailed exchange view. Total amount and market share considers every known brazilian exchange.]

2016 PERSPECTIVES
The great result in 2015 on the Brazilian Market of Bitcoins in three major fronts - bitcoin valuation, protection against brazilian reais currency
devaluation and increased liquidity in the national market - presents a trend toward an aggressive growth of Bitcoin in Brazil during 2016.
Compared to international markets, Brazil still represents a small non-expressive transaction volume where one day of international trade
volume is greater than brazilian’s annual trade volume. This disparity presents a great expansion opportunity to the Brazilian market,
with the possibility of new international exchanges arriving at a time the country gains a more expressive critical mass in bitcoin usage.
For more reports like this and other consolidated results of 2015, access http://bitvalor.com
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